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Dear Japanese friends,

Dec 1, 2006 - GMO Opposition Week ... Video duration 7:12 ... An instance of this uncontrolled propagation of AGC occurred this year at a global level. Long. 
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GMO Opposition Week 27 nov. – 1st Dec 2006, Chiba, Japan



A comparison between two artificial constructions Dominique Béroule, November 2006 Video duration 7:12 Dear Japanese friends, I am Dom of Chevreuse, speaking from Paris, France. I'm now cycling towards a famous monument you may have heard of, which is named "the Eiffel Tower". When talking about Genetically Modified Organisms, there’s an expression which may be useful; this expression is: "Artificial Genetic Construction" (AGC), referring to the man-made chain of genes pieces originating from different species, which is put into a target organism. If this target organism can stand the intrusion of the AGC, then it becomes genetically modified. It becomes a GMO. An AGC shouldn’t be confused with a natural gene. If a gene is safe in its natural DNA environment, it doesn’t mean that an AGC which contains a restricted version of this natural gene will necessarily be safe as well. This is the assumption initially made by Arpad Pusztaï for trying to explain these unexpected health troubles found in laboratory animals fed with GM food. There's a general feature which is shared by any given Artificial Genetic Construction and the Eiffel Tower, which is that they are both based on scientific knowledge. But contrary to an AGC, the Eiffel Tower relies on well known and complete scientific models, which makes its behavior fully predictable. In fact, its profile was calculated to withstand winds running up to 400 km/h. So, it’s very stable. Beside this, it is now recognized that an AGC is particularly unstable and may vary across time in a way which is not predictable. The Eiffel Tower is well located in time and space. It is clearly associated with a single location on earth; it’s very visible: you cannot miss it from all around Paris. Not only in space, but it’s also restricted in time, within a certain interval. It’s been built at the end of the 19th century on the occasion of the Universal Exhibition, and has been designed for being easily dismounted, if necessary. So, we know where it is, where it stands and we can control how long it will last, whereas GM plants may widely spread in a non reversible way. An instance of this uncontrolled propagation of AGC occurred this year at a global level. Long grain rice cultivated in five states of the USA has first been contaminated by the so-called LL rice 601 owned by the Bayer company. This rice has then been exported towards several countries, including European ones and Japan. Japan and Europe have swiftly reacted to this contamination by stopping the import; but so far, since January, 140 000 tons of contaminated products are present in our food chains and have not been recalled. This is very worrying, and unfortunately not the only damage caused by the trading of GM crops these last months. Even food delivered by the United Nations Organization to South America has been found to contain AGCs, in Nicaragua. But at the same time, what is comforting is the resistance of world citizens to GMOs in fields and plates, as expressed for instance during this Joint International GMO Opposition Day in which many citizens and one thousand organizations participated at almost 300 locations around the world. Thanks to this unprecedented mobilization, now there exists an international network of activists who are ready to support each other, exchange expertise, knowledge about their respective actions. Because one cannot believe that the problems caused by the trading of GMOs can only be solved at a local level. Having GM-free regions cannot be fully efficient if there remains a single region on earth where GM plants are cultivated and exported… and this is true as long as planes, trucks, honeybees, ground bacteria and the wind, still exist. So the topic you’re addressing in your meeting is quite central and definitely requires to be addressed at a global level. So, I wish you a fruitful meeting. Thank you for your attention. Bye, bye. …and please keep in touch with the rest of the world.
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Dear friends and partners 

Aug 29, 2018 - (Jean Calvin, Commentary on the book of Exodus, Ex 22:25, p. 428 â€“ quick translation by Yannick Chiron). -> European conference. Every four ...
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Dear friends and partners 

All ogeher, hey are eaf eff5 en the efore the 5al st Pae nfa er efore 10. Yannick. Yannick et Laurie CHIRON * 11 rue du Clos Robert * 35520 La Chapelle des ...
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Dear friends and ministry partners, Rendez-vous 

We have left you without news for two months and apologize. The ... then to invite them to an evening during which we'll present survey results, make remarks and try ... Please pray that ... Thank you so much for your faithfulness at our sides.
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Dear friends and partners, -> Interchurch meetings -> Focus 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.cru.soularium&hl=en). It allowed us to initiate spiritual conversations with five students. Surprised, happy ...
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Dear Colleagues and Friends, Archbishop Vigano's 

2 sept. 2018 - To my great surprise, during this long meeting, the Pope did not mention even ... Both of us were surprised to see that he had maintained his ... will pick you and your lawyer up at the hotel tomorrow morning and bring you.
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Dear friends, February 2, 2012 During Christmas vacation, we 

During Christmas vacation, we had the privilege of being at the wedding of my ... visitor could also work some clay with his own hands or write comments on a ... The grand finale was Saturday evening, which we spent the afternoon setting up.
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Just Friends 

Lee Morgan solo on "Just Friends". Just Friends. Lee Morgan Solo. Transcribed by Masaya Matsumura. Jimmy Smith "House Party". Blue Note BST-84002 ...
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Friends Will Be Friends - Fou De Musique 

FRIENDS WILL BE FRIENDS words & Music by. Freddie Mercury / John Deacon. (â€¢ = 74). à¨‰? Eri. ]] Guitar. à¨¨à©‚à©° à¨¸à¨°à¨¬ à¨š à¨ªà©�à¨¸à¨¤à¨•. 'à¨¤à©‡ 171 l à¨œà©€à¥¤ (1) à¨¦à©€. (241. IFF.
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Dear Customer, 

pilot input this maneuver is attainable. To exit this maneuver the recommended method is to insert your hand between the â€žA" and â€žB" risers and apply forward ...
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Dear friends, Following are the latest details on our upcoming ... - aejjr 

Lucky Lottery drawing for cash prizes: $200 (1) $150 (2) $100 (2) and $50 (2). 3. July 5th Brunch d'Adieu will be hosted by the OC at a restaurant to be disclosed ...
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Just Friends 

GMaj7. B m7. E 7. Am7. D7. Bm7. Em7. A7. Am7. D7. D 7. CMaj7. Cm7. F7. GMaj7. B m7. E 7. Am7. D7. Bm7. Em7. A7. Am7 D7. G6. Dm7 G7 5. 1. Just Friends.
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Old Friends 

Now I don't know who's got my back. D. G. And somebody told me to light up every room. Bm. A. Make them remember you. D. G. But nobody here knows what ...
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Dear Colleague 

could see the fastest as well as the cleanest motorcycles. We like ... The races will be held at circuits where Grand Prix races have been held for decades, and in.
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Dear Author, 

partial pieces of code, by using the ACSL language ... language that can express a wide range of functional ..... analysis in case of remaining warnings (go to.
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dear young friends pope francis libro inglese brendan leahy dbid 7py 
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Dear penfriend, I'm twelve and a half, but all my friends are thirteen 

Are you on facebook ? I'm looking forward to meeting you. I can't wait to see you and your school. Our school is really cool and the pupils are great. How is your.
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Dear friends, We hope you are rested and refreshed after the 

In the afternoon there are activities to serve the city of Rennes, by working especially with migrants, young people and in nursing homes. In the evening, the ...
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KEYS TO FALSE FRIENDS 

Candide m eans naÃ¯ve or ingenuous; Candid m eans open or frank: franc, sincÃ¨re. ..... K id n a p p er refers to the person w ho does the deed - un ravisseur / une .... refers to a(n) occasion, circum stance, opportunity, or second-hand purchase.
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My Numbers, My Friends 

ing easy to state, are for the most part very difficult. Many are ...... shall concentrate only on the strong pseudoprime test, which is of. Monte Carlo type.Missing:
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Dear colleague 

This talk inquires on the distribution of procedural (phase) and representational (classically #, the Prosodic Hierarchy) means of transmitting information to the ...
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Dear Colleagues 

Antonio Perez-LopÃ©z, Director. SEA, Serrano1444, 28006 Madrid, Spain www.eaa-fenestra.org. Slovenian Acoustical Society. SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT ...
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Dear Partners 

Please pray for these small groups, that each participant would grow in his relationship with God, or start one, that the relationships in the group would be strong ...
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Untitled - Bauldric & Friends 

Kirch, Natalie Hammerich & Wolfgang Hatzack, Andi Gassmann, Jens Dreiling, Sandra & Andreas SpÃ¶rl, Ives MÃ¼ller aka Sven GlÃ¼ckspilz, Gabriela & Helmut.
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Dear friends, October 18, 2011 We hope that you are doing 

Hebrew, and on third year level Systematic Theology (with classes in Dogmatic, Ethics and Philosophy) and a ... going to work with the new ICT (Information and.
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